


Committee Background

In the tri-state area, the 104-day summer vacation is unlike any other and is full of adventure

thanks to the two ingenious step-brothers, Phineas and Ferb. Every day, the two step-brothers invent

new ways to pass time during summer break with their circle of friends in the neighborhood including

Isabella, Buford, and Baljeet. With their adventurous projects ranging from building a roller coaster in

their backyard to making an invention that takes them across the whole world in just one day, the duo

make all of summer break thrilling for both themselves and even their older sister Candace, who

attempts to get her brothers in trouble the whole summer.

However, while the boys are having the time of their lives, their pet Platypus, Perry, is o� living

a double life as a secret agent. Under the employment of O.W.C.A (OrganizationWithout a Cool

Acronym), Perry works as an agent living with an ordinary family. Operating under the command of

Major Monogram, his intern, Carl, a team of several animals and one human work towards stopping

several threats in the tri-state area. Each agent, recognized by a brown fedora, is assigned to a nemesis

and they must put an end to their nemesis' latest antics. Speci�cally, Perry spends his days protecting

Danville from his nemesis, Dr. Heinz Doofenshmirtz.

Dr. Heinz Doofenshmirtz is an evil scientist who grew up in Gimmelshtump, Drusselstein.

Throughout his childhood, Dr. Doofenshmirtz was abused and would oftentimes be forced to be a

lawn gnome, all while his brother, Roger Doofenshmirtz, would be favored by their parents. Because of

his childhood, the mad scientist has dedicated his life to take over the Tri-State Area. Dr.

Doofenshmirtz has attempted to do so many times with his various inventions or -inators; however,

Perry the Platypus always �nds a way to stop him.
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Topic 1: Stopping the Enliven-ator

Although most of Dr. Doofenshmirtz’s inventions fail, the one invention that turned out to be

a success not only threatens the Tri-State Area but also other worlds as well. The Enliven-nator, when

aimed at any television screen and activated, makes characters come alive from other worlds and brings

them to the Phineas and Ferb universe. Because of this invention, havoc regins over the once peaceful

city of Danville. Speci�cally, one of the bigger problems is that Dr. Doofenshmirtz has started to use

the Enliven-nator on several villains from other worlds and then forged an alliance with them. The

shared objective between the villains and Dr. Doofenshmirtz is simple: they want to unleash chaos as

well as take over the Tri-State Area.

As of right now, the villain squad has caused utter mayhem as they roam the streets of Danville.

They have already taken control of the shopping mall, airport, and other heavily populated areas. The

common pattern between all of the places they have taken over is that they all lead to Danville City

Hall. Local law enforcement as well as OWCA believe that these villains are making their way to the

city all to drive out Mayor Roger Doofenshmirtz from his position and legally take over Danville.

Adding on, the villains that Dr. Doofenshmirtz has brought to the city possess powers and minds that

no one in the Tri-State has ever faced before. To name a few villains, Dr. Faciler, Jafar, Cruella de Vil,

andMale�cent have all been brought to Danville and have joined Dr. Doofenshmirtz’s scheme.

So far, Mayor Roger Doofenshmirtz has put out a public service announcement announcing

that it is completely unsafe and everyone must stay in their homes unless they are part of law

enforcement, who are required to stay stationed in various areas and �ght battles with the villains.

Already, thousands of people have been evacuated from their homes and are staying in nearby cities but

more needs to be done to ensure that the villains do not take over Danville. Day after day Dr.

Doofenshmirtz is using his treacherous invention to bring even more villains into the city and stopping

the Enliven-nator is the key to protecting the Tri-State Area.
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Questions to Consider

1. How have the newly arrived villains impacted the area? Are there any opportunities for

collaboration or con�ict resolution with the villains?

2. What steps can be taken to ensure the safety and security of the citizens of Danville?

3. Should OWCA reveal themselves and help law enforcement?

4. How can the committee stop Dr. Doofenshmirtz from using the Enliven-nator again?
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Topic 2: Returning Home

As the situation in Danville is progressing for the worse, it becomes clear that the villains aren’t

the only ones stuck in the city; several characters such as princesses, superheroes, and other loved

characters are also stuck in the Phineas and Ferb world. While OWCA is uncertain if Dr.

Doofenshmirtz deliberately brought these famous characters on purpose or not, their departure from

their respective dimensions has given rise to a larger predicament.

The absence of these characters from their worlds leaves a void where chaos is now ensuing in

the places they left. Speci�cally, this void has allowed dangerous people in their worlds to commit

various unchecked crimes. Although the impacts are not fully known, there are concerns that there

may be an interdimensional ripple e�ect in which di�erent worlds can be changed greatly. Because the

impacts are unknown, it must also be taken into account what possible damage has been done to both

Danville and other worlds. There is a high chance that once all of the characters return to their

respective worlds, they could be going back to a di�erent version of their “perfect fantasy world” to a

world with terror, crime, unrest, and more threats. Therefore, strategies must be made to try and

mitigate the risks present.

In addition, because many of these heroes came into this world with their villain, many of these heroes

are at risk and have now become vulnerable targets for the villains who want revenge, especially after

their hero thwarted their ambitions. As such, all of the heroes have a target painted on their backs and

it is of utmost importance to get every single character, good or bad, back home in a safe manner.

Because of the diverse skill-sets and powers that the princesses, heroes, and other good

characters possess, the committee gains invaluable resources that can be used to try and �gure out how

to send back the good characters back to their respective homes quickly while also stopping the villains

from taking over Danville and returning them home as well. Time is of the essence so all forces must

come together to quickly �nd a solution for the inter-dimensional problem.
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Questions to Consider

1. How can the committee safely return all the characters from other worlds to their respective

homes?

2. What should be done to ensure that these characters do not return home to an entirely new

world with crime?

3. How can the Phineas and Ferb Characters collaborate with characters from other dimensions

to mitigate the problem?

Helpful Links for Both Topics

1. List of Doofenshmirtz's schemes and inventions/Season 1

a. https://phineasandferb.fandom.com/wiki/List_of_Doofenshmirtz%27s_schemes_and

_inventions/Season_1

2. Phineas and Ferb

a. disney.fandom.com/wiki/Phineas_and_Ferb

3. Characters in Phineas and Ferb

a. https://phineasandferb.fandom.com/wiki/Category:Characters

4. Phineas and Ferb the Movie: Across the 2nd Dimension

a. https://phineasandferb.fandom.com/wiki/Phineas_and_Ferb_the_Movie:_Across_th

e_2nd_Dimension
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